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Abstract

Colloidal assemblies are ideal model systems in which to study basic equilibrium and non-equilibrium phenomena 
relevant to a wide ran�e of condensed matter systems.  Additionally, there are a variety of technolo�ical applications 
for self-or�ani�in� colloid structures, includin� photonic band �ap materials and patterned nanostructures.  Here we 
study the statics and dynamics of colloids interactin� with external fields.  When the fields are used to create a periodic 
substrate, we find a variety of novel crystalline states that we term “colloidal molecular crystals.�  These have interestin� 
multi-step meltin� transitions and can be used to reali�e a variety of canonical statistical mechanics models physically.  
When the substrate is dynamic, we show that novel dynamical phases arise and lead to ratchet effects, which can be 
used to create new types of lo�ic �ates and new fractionation techniques. Many of these results have recently been 
reali�ed experimentally for colloids interactin� with periodic optical arrays.
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As Technical Staff Member his current research focuses on systems with many de�rees of freedom where collective 
and competin� interactions can �ive rise to hi�hly complex and or�ani�ed structures and dynamics.  Some particular 
systems that he and his collaborators study include vortex lattices in superconductors, assemblies of �ranular particles, 
char�e orderin� in soft matter materials such as colloids and polymers, char�e orderin� in hard condensed matter 
systems such as stripe, bubble, and Wi�ner crystal phases in quantum Hall systems and cuprate superconductors, 
elastic interfaces, supercooled liquids and �lasses, biolo�ical systems and networks of interactin� adaptive a�ents.
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